SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

CELEBRATE SUCCESS, INVEST IN THE FUTURE

Join us in recognizing the 45th anniversary of Public Advocates Inc., one of California’s premiere nonprofit civil rights law firms. Each year, dozens of distinguished law firms and corporations support Public Advocates’ mission of challenging the root causes of poverty and discrimination by sponsoring the Voices of Conscience Celebration. Become a sponsor today and help expand opportunity to millions of Californians.

BENEFITS OF SPONSORSHIP

• Featured recognition in all event promotional materials and event website.
• Positive association with legal victories advancing the public interest in California.
• Networking opportunities with prominent civil rights lawyers and community leaders.

See the back for sponsorship details.

ABOUT THE EVENT

Regarded as one of the favorite public interest events of the year, the Voices of Conscience Celebration brings together a unique mix of law firm partners and associates, business leaders, nonprofit advocates, and community residents in a cocktail party setting. It’s a fabulous night: a hosted martini and wine bar, delicious food and fascinating guests, topped by an inspiring program that honors outstanding individuals for their courage and leadership.

Learn more about this inspiring evening. bit.ly/VOC-16

For more information, contact Debi Harris, dharris@publicadvocates.org, 415-625-8463.